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While the fundamental biophysics of C3 photosynthesis is highly conserved
across plants, substantial leaf structural and enzymatic variation translates
into variability in rates of carbon assimilation. Although this variation is
well documented, it remains poorly understood how photosynthetic rates
evolve, and whether macroevolutionary changes are related to the evolution
of leaf morphology and biochemistry. A substantial challenge in large-scale
comparative studies is disentangling evolutionary adaptation from environ-
mental acclimation. We overcome this by using a ‘macroevolutionary
common garden’ approach in which we measured metabolic traits (Jmax

and Vcmax) from 111 phylogenetically diverse species in a shared environ-
ment. We find substantial phylogenetic signal in these traits at moderate
phylogenetic timescales, but this signal dissipates quickly at deeper scales.
Morphological traits exhibit phylogenetic signal over much deeper time-
scales, suggesting that these are less evolutionarily constrained than
metabolic traits. Furthermore, while morphological and biochemical traits
(LMA, Narea and Carea) are weakly predictive of Jmax and Vcmax, evolutionary
changes in these traits are mostly decoupled from changes in metabolic
traits. This lack of tight evolutionary coupling implies that it may be incor-
rect to use changes in these functional traits in response to global change to
infer that photosynthetic strategy is also evolving.
1. Introduction
Patterns of trait variation within and across species may be very different when
examined at different scales [1], and these differences can provide key insights
into the nature of selection and constraints that act upon these traits [2–4], comple-
menting insights gleaned from individual experimental studies [5]. Additionally,
evaluating the phylogenetic history of trait variation can help researchers make
predictions about phenotypes that are difficult to measure but which may be cru-
cial for conservation and ecological modelling [6]. While we currently understand
a great deal about the macroevolutionary history of plant ‘functional traits’ [7–9],
the broad-scale evolutionary dynamics of photosynthetic capacity have focused
nearly exclusively on transitions from C3 to C4 [10] rather than on variation
within the predominant C3 mode (but see [11–13]). This knowledge gap is
especially notable given the well-characterized biophysics of C3 photosynthesis
[14,15], and how many studies have examined genetic and environmental sources
of variation [16,17] in these traits within and between species.

Here, we address this gap by quantifying variation in parameters of the Far-
quhar–von-Caemmerer–Berry (FvCB) biophysical model of C3 photosynthesis
[14,15]. Specifically, we focus on two key metabolic traits: Vcmax, which describe
the maximum rate of carboxylation and Jmax, the maximum rate of electron
transport. Both traits are estimated from fitting the FvCB model to A-Ci

curves that describe the photosynthetic assimilation rate A as a function of
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Figure 1. Histogram of the Jmax (a) and Vcmax (b) estimates from our macroevolutionary common garden. Species of angiosperms (n = 85) are shaded in the
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internal leaf carbon dioxide concentration (Ci) [18]. There is
evidence that there are differences in the parameters of photo-
synthesis models between major groups (i.e. angiosperms,
gymnosperms and pteridophytes [19–22]). But current
knowledge is insufficient to bridge the observations of
broad-scale phylogenetic variation with abundant evidence
of local (evolutionary) adaptation and (physiological) acclim-
ation in these traits [23–26]; what is needed is comparative
data collected across multiple evolutionary scales.

As noted above, photosynthetic traits have been
measured in thousands of studies and efforts have been
made to compile these data [16,21,27]. While these compi-
lations can provide insights into some broad questions such
as how plants might respond to elevated temperature and
CO2 [28], they are of limited value for addressing evolution-
ary questions because the signal of interspecific variation is
confounded with differences in measurement procedures
and with responses to local environmental conditions [16].

We take what we call a macroevolutionary common garden
approach: we measured species from across the plant tree
of life in a single season in two nearby botanical gardens—
the University of British Columbia Botanical Garden and
the VanDusen Botanical Garden, both in Vancouver,
Canada—using standardized protocols and taking measure-
ments under a restricted set of conditions, allowing us to
reduce variation due to environmental and methodological
noise. We recognize that the species that can grow in south-
western Canada are a non-random subset of all plant
species, leading us to focus here on broad-scale patterns
and results. We used the recently developed Rapid A-Ci

(RACiR) [29] method coupled with technological advances
in gas exchange measurement equipment and repeatedly
measured our broad sample of species over a single field
season, which also mitigated extraneous sources of variabil-
ity. For each individual plant, we collected A-Ci curves and
measured conventional ‘functional’ traits including leaf
area, leaf mass per area, and nitrogen and carbon concen-
trations per area (Narea and Carea), repeating this sampling
three times over the growing season. Taking all of
our measurements on the same leaf allowed us to avoid
introducing the well-documented substantial variation in
morphological and metabolic traits among leaves even
within a single plant [30] and preserve potential patterns of
covariation among traits. In total, after quality-control steps
(Methods) the final dataset contained 111 species. We then
paired our measurements with the megaphylogeny of
Zanne et al. [9] to investigate the macroevolutionary history
of photosynthetic capacity and to test for correlated evolution
with morphological and biochemical phenotypes.
2. Results and Discussion
The plants in our macroevolutionary common garden exhibit
substantial variation in photosynthetic capacity as measured
by differences in the means and variances of Jmax and Vcmax

between major plant groups, consistent with previous results
[19–21]. Within angiosperms, estimates of Jmax range from
17.70 to 240.00 µmol m−2 s−1 and for Vcmax, from 14.10 to
139.00 µmol m−2 s−1. This range is broader than that of pter-
idophytes (Jmax = 14.20–64.70 µmol m−2 s−1; Vcmax = 9.09–
36.60 µmol m−2 s−1) or gymnosperms (Jmax = 45.30–
169.00 µmol m−2 s−1; Vcmax = 27.20–88.40 µmol m−2 s−1)
(figure 1). Means and variances are significantly different
among lineages for both Jmax (Kruskal–Wallis test:
x2 = 25.554, d.f. = 2, p < 0.001; Levene’s test: F = 6.2075,
d.f. = 2, p = 0.0028) and Vcmax (Kruskal–Wallis test; x2 =
27.200, d.f. = 2, p < 0.001; Levene’s test: F = 7.198, d.f. = 2,
p = 0.0012). This is further illustrated when we plot Jmax

and Vcmax values on a phylogeny (figure 2; electronic sup-
plementary material, figures S1 and S2). For example,
pteridophytes exhibit lower trait values with less vari-
ation than those of angiosperms and gymnosperms
(figure 2).

To gain deeper insights into evolutionary processes acting
across timescales, we fit phylogenetic models to our meta-
bolic and functional traits. Specifically, we fit a model of
adaptation and constraint [31] and estimated the ‘phylo-
genetic half-life’ [32] using maximum likelihood.
Phylogenetic half-life measures how quickly the history of
trait change is erased by subsequent evolution and contempor-
ary environmental variation. A relatively short half-life is
inferred when close relatives often differ from each other in
trait values, whereas a very long half-life is consistent with
gradual accumulation of variation over time. Both Jmax and
Vcmax had moderate phylogenetic half-lifes (maximum-like-
lihood estimates (MLE) of 76 million years (Ma), 106 Ma,
respectively, relative to a tree age of approximately 390 Ma;
figure 3). This means that over these timescales, the metabolic
traits of a species (growing under conditions similar to ours)
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arewell predicted from those of its close relatives. This remark-
able finding suggests that these metabolic traits show the
signature of their evolutionary history, despite fundamental
constraints on the range of variability (which are manifested
in the dissipation of phylogenetic information at timescales
beyond approx. 100 MYA). At a practical level, this also
means that, with some caveats, it seems plausible that
researchers could impute metabolic data for data deficient
species.

Morphological traits have even longer phylogenetic half-
lives than metabolic traits (MLE of 240 Ma for leaf mass and
707 Ma for leaf area; figure 3). At the other end of the spectrum,
biochemical traits have much shorter phylogenetic half-lives
(MLE of 2 Ma forCarea and 39 Ma forNarea) than these previous
traits. This lack of deep phylogenetic signal suggests that trait
values are constrained such that species differences essentially
represent ‘evolutionary noise’with lineages repeatedly shifting
among states over time. Notably, we found that leaf morpho-
logical trait variance accumulates in a Brownian motion-like
fashion, which seems highly unlikely if our sampling was
biased towards convergently evolved phenotypes. Since it is
not clear to us why we would expect the metabolic measure-
ments to be even more biased towards convergence than the
leaf phenotypes themselves, we have reason to believe that
both the estimated rates and the inferred ability to impute
should be quite general. Although we argue for the generality
of our findings, we recognize that our results could be
impacted by the specific conditions of the coastal temperate
environment in which we conducted our study; we eagerly
await further validation using data from comparable studies
in different climatic regions.
We find limited evidence that metabolic traits are co-evol-
ving with the plant functional traits we studied. While the
coevolution of metabolic processes and organismal attributes
has been extensively examined in animals [33,34], it remains
underexplored in plants (but see [35]), particularly at large
scales. We know from work on the leaf economics spectrum
[36] that maximum photosynthetic rate (often denoted
Amax) covaries with many plant functional traits. Previous
work also links Jmax and Vcmax to Narea, due to high leaf nitro-
gen investment in ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate oxygenase/
carboxylase (RuBisCO) [16]. When we use phylogenetic
linear models to predict either Jmax or Vcmax using leaf mass
per area (LMA; the ratio of mass/area used here to avoid
spurious correlations [37]), Narea, Carea and species’ identity,
only Narea is a significant predictor of Jmax (βLMA=−4601.38,
pLMA = 0.088, βN area = 694.25, pN area = 0.015, βC area = 102.58,
pC area = 0.058; electronic supplementary material, table S1),
while both Narea and Carea show a significant relationship
with Vcmax (βLMA=−2825.37, pLMA= 0.056, βN area = 376.63,
pN area = 0.015, βC area= 61.27, pC area = 0.040; electronic
supplementary material, table S2).

In addition to tests for correlated evolution of states (the
measured phenotype), we tested for correlations in rates of
trait evolution, i.e. whether rapid evolution in one trait was
associated with rapid evolution in other traits (for discussion
of this distinction, see [38]). To test for rate correlations, we
computed independent contrasts [39] at each node, then
took the logarithm of the absolute value of these contrasts
as our estimate of the local rate of evolution [40]. We then
tested for correlations between these node-specific rate esti-
mates for all pairs of traits. Despite evidence of pairwise
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correlations in both trait values and rates of evolution in our
suite of trait combinations (Pearson correlation coefficient r >
0.5 for four of 10 trait combinations; figure 4), there is a
notable lack of correspondence between the rates of evolution
of metabolic traits Jmax or Vcmax and the remainder of our
traits (r > 0.5 for only two of 10 rate combinations; figure 4).
This indicates that while morphological and biochemical
traits are broadly predictive of metabolic traits (Jmax and
Vcmax) in the present (electronic supplementary material,
tables S1 and S2), the rates of evolution of these traits are
decoupled over deeper evolutionary timescales.

Our results highlight a fundamental mismatch: metabolic
traits and functional traits have distinct evolutionary
dynamics. Specifically, we show that (i) the morphological
traits that we measured show little evidence of constrained
evolution, while biochemical traits are more constrained than
our metabolic traits; (ii) measured functional traits are not
tightly correlated with specific metabolic traits over evolution-
ary time and (iii) there is little correlation in branch-wise rates
of evolution between the different classes of traits. This decou-
pling is critical to appreciate and suggests caution when using
changes in functional traits as proxies for metabolic responses.
As plants evolve and adapt under anthropogenic climate
change, the evolutionary responses of specific functional and
metabolic traits may not be correlated.

Many among-species trait correlations are not recapitu-
lated within species, indicating that macroevolutionary
patterns do not emerge from fundamental structure–function
relationships or genetic correlations [41]. Furthermore, we
show that among-species trait correlations do not necessarily
arise from shared macroevolutionary dynamics; therefore,
shifts in functional traits may not be predictive of shifts in
metabolic traits. The phylogenetic perspective provided by
our analysis provides a richer understanding of the evol-
utionary constraints and selection pressures operating on
metabolic traits and suggests new ways to both look back
and to look forward. It is now possible, for instance, to use
the estimated macroevolutionary rates in conjunction with
contemporary data to reconstruct historical physiologies;
such an approach could be used to understand how these
traits have evolved in response to palaeo-environments
[42,43]. We also suggest that better incorporation of variation
in metabolic traits into Earth System Models may improve
the accuracy of model predictions [44]. Furthermore, since
we have shown that Jmax and Vcmax have substantial phyloge-
netic signal at shallow scales, reliably imputing values of
these traits for ecologically important but data deficient
species is likely feasible, though more work is needed to vali-
date these use cases. While large-scale efforts are now
focused on engineering crop plants with more efficient
photosynthetic traits [45], our results suggest that substantial
unexplored variation may mean that more efficient traits can
be ‘borrowed’ from closer evolutionary relatives, with the
search guided by large-scale phylogenetic comparative
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analyses such as ours. More broadly we argue that despite
being widely measured, the variation and phylogenetic struc-
ture in C3 photosynthesis is understudied relative to its
potential value to contribute to both our understanding of
impacts, and to providing solutions to address the challenges
of anthropogenic climate change.
3. Methods
(a) Species selection
We sampled 111 species across the tree of vascular plants. Work-
ing from the intersection of the species in the Zanne et al.
phylogeny of plants and the lists of species growing at the
UBC Botanical Garden (49.253841° N, 123.251101°W) and
VanDusen Botanical Garden (49.2394° N, 123.1289° W), we ran-
domly selected one species from each family represented in
either garden for inclusion in our study. In addition, in order
to quantify differences in traits among more recently diverged
taxa, we sampled a further 6–8 species from one family of
ferns, conifers and angiosperms (Dryopteridaceae, Pinaceae
and Ericaceae, respectively). This approach to selecting species
allowed us to cover a range of divergence times between taxa.
Although this sampling is taxonomically biased, we note that
none of the phylogenetic methods that we used assume that
lineages are sampled in proportion to their true diversity.

For each species, a single individual was selected from the
botanical gardens, with each of the traits described below
(RACiR, leaf area and leaf mass) measured three times for each
plant, once in each of three rounds of sampling that occurred
between 6 May and 18 July 2019. Although we acknowledge
that there are differences in light, temperature, water and nutri-
ents both between and within each of the gardens, this
environmental variation is random with respect to plant relation-
ships. Further, within each round, we randomized the order in
which species were sampled in order to reduce the effects of
day-to-day and seasonal variation on measurements. As such,
the effects of this variation are likely greatly reduced relative to
studies that compile data from various sources and locations.
(b) Photosynthesis data
We measured metabolic traits using a recently developed rapid
A-Ci response (RACiR) [29] approach. This allows us to measure
A-Ci response curves in under 15 min, far less than the traditional
A-Ci curve. Instead of ramping CO2 to specific concentrations
and giving the leaf time to acclimate (as is done for traditional
A-Ci measurements), RACiR involves continuously ramping
CO2 and taking measurements every 2 s, so that the instantaneous
response to CO2 changes are measured in their non-steady-state
form. Using this new method provides reliable estimates of Jmax

and Vcmax [29,46]. However, other parameter estimates derived
from this approach may be less comparable to estimates from
traditional methodology [29,46,47].

We measured RACiR curves, using a LI-6800 Portable Photo-
synthesis System equipped with the Multiphase Flash
Fluorometer chamber (LI-COR, Lincoln, Nebraska, USA) as
described in Stinziano et al. [29] on the newest fully open leaf
of an individual plant or, for plants with very small leaves, the
youngest cluster of leaves. We took these measurements on
days with full sun (mean ambient PAR = 1452, s.d. =
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288 µmol m−2 s−1), between 07.00 and 11.00 Pacific Standard
Time. The RACiR measurement comprises two separate
measurements: (i) a data curve—for which CO2 is ramped
while a leaf is in the chamber and (ii) an empty curve—for
which CO2 is ramped with no leaf in the chamber. The empty
chamber curve is used to differentiate between the rate of CO2

accumulation in the chamber and the real change in the photo-
synthetic rate of the leaf. According to Stinziano et al. [29],
these empty curves should be collected periodically throughout
the data collection—to account for possible environmental effects
on the accumulation of CO2 throughout the day. We took at least
two empty ramp measurements per morning. We used the fol-
lowing settings for ramping: CO2 ramped from 10 to
1010 ppm, temperature leaf = 20 C, light = 1500 µmol m−2 s−1.
Following the protocol developed in [29], we calibrated our
data curves with the empty curves closest in time to each leaf
measurement. For some species with small or irregular leaf
shapes, leaf tissue did not completely cover the surface of the
LI-6800 chamber. As noted below (see Functional traits), we
measured the surface area of the leaf that could fit inside the
chamber, we then used custom R scripts to calculate a corrected
set of photosynthetic values, before fitting the curves. We used
the plantecophys R package [48] to estimate the traits (Jmax and
Vcmax) from our calibrated curves using the bilinear fitting
method. Prior to fitting curves, we thinned our data, keeping
one in 15 observations to reduce the potential effect of temporal
autocorrelation in the fitting of the RACiR data (note, however,
Jmax and Vcmax remain fairly constant for a wide variety of thin-
ning intervals; electronic supplementary material, figure S4). We
also manually checked our dataset to remove Jmax and Vcmax

estimates that were derived from poor quality data.

(c) Functional traits
After measuring a RACiR curve, the leaf (or leaves) that was
sampled was clipped from the plant and placed in a resealable
bag to prevent desiccation and stored in an ice-filled cooler over-
night. We scanned each leaf (at 300 DPI, using a Perfection V750
PRO Epson flatbed scanner) and calculated the total leaf area as
well as the leaf area inside the chamber during our RACiR
measurement using ImageJ [49]. We measured leaf wet mass
using a Mettler Toledo B154 analytical balance. After these
measurements were taken, we placed the leaves in a drying
oven at 60°C for 48 h and then measured dry mass. Dried leaf
tissue was sent to the Analytical Chemical Services Laboratory
(at the BC Ministry of Environment and Climate Change Strat-
egy) for combustion analysis to obtain leaf nitrogen and carbon
content per unit mass. Nitrogen and carbon contents were con-
verted from per unit mass to per unit area basis, by
multiplying the former by LMA (e.g. Narea ¼ Nmass � LMA).

(d) Phylogenetic and statistical analyses
We used the time-calibrated megaphylogeny from Zanne et al. [9]
for all of the following phylogenetic analyses. We pruned the tree
(available from: https://datadryad.org/stash/dataset/doi:10.
5061/dryad.63q27) to include only the species present in our
macroevolutionary common garden as tips on the tree. To facili-
tate cross-trait comparisons, our complete trait dataset is made
up of 111 species, in which every species has a measurement
for each trait.

(i) Models of trait divergence through time
We used plots of trait divergence through time to assess broad
patterns of trait divergence. Following the approach of Uyeda
et al. [1], we estimated the divergence in trait values between
each species pair in our dataset for each of the traits we measured
(Jmax, Vcmax, leaf area, leaf mass, Narea and Carea). Divergence is
measured as the log difference between two trait values (i.e.
ln(X1)− ln(X2), where X1 and X2 are the means measurements
of a species pair), standardized by their dimensionality (i.e.
whether these are mass, area or linear based measurements);
this allows us a measurement-scale independent way to visually
compare divergences between different traits [1]. We plotted
these divergence values against the divergence time between
species (i.e. the age of their most recent common ancestor) as esti-
mated from the node ages of the phylogenetic tree [9]. To
quantify the relationship between phylogenetic distance and
trait divergence, we fit an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU, [31]) process
model to the comparative data using the fitContinuous function
in the R package geiger [50]. OU models depict evolution as a bal-
ance between divergence and selection towards an evolutionary
optimum. Specifically, the per unit time change in mean
phenotypic value Dz is equal to

Dz ¼ �aðz� uÞ þ sdW

where a is the strength of attraction towards the optimum u, and
s is the rate of divergence according to a continuous-time
Wiener process dW. We estimated the maximum-likelihood
value for all parameters using the fitContinuous function in the
R package geiger [50]. In these model fits, measures of leaf area
and mass were log transformed, and measurement error for all
traits was incorporated by using the variance of our species
sample of three leaves. We then calculated the half-life of the
evolutionary process [32] as lnð2Þ=a.

(ii) Phylogenetically informed regressions
To estimate the value of functional traits (LMA, Narea and Carea)
for predicting metabolic ones (Jmax and Vcmax) in the context of
phylogenetically structured data, we use Pagel’s lambda as an
evolutionary model and fit two phylogenetic linear regressions
with the phylolm [51] package in R. We switch to using LMA
here, rather than the raw trait values for area and mass, because
traits that capture variation in the proportional allocation of
resources (as LMA does) within a leaf are more commonly
applied in this predictive context [36,52].

(iii) Rate of trait evolution (PICs)
For each trait (Jmax, Vcmax, LMA, Narea and Carea) we estimate
phylogenetic-independent contrasts (PICs) [39] for all nodes,
using the R package ape [53]. The log of the absolute value of
these contrasts estimates the rate of evolution of that trait along
the phylogeny [40]. We then test whether rates of evolution of
different traits (as measured by the log of the absolute value
of their PIC) are correlated with each other using Pearson’
product-moment correlation.
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